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Cacophony of Religions, "Symphony of Faith"
We Americans are predisposed to kick or kiss political candidates before they open their mouths, and they know
it. Clearly, Mitt Romney knew it as he was writing the speech we “On Faith” panelists have been asked to
comment on:
“What did you think of Mitt Romney’s speech about religion? What would you have told him to say?”
“Presidential” is my answer to the first question. “Nothing he didn’t say” is my answer to the second question.
That’s it? Not quite. My critical consciousness would leave me feeling guilty if I gave it nothing to do. Besides,
I’m a Democrat.
1.....Single-issue voters are land mines candidates must avoid stepping on. I am PRO-CHOICE, but America’s
current mood is so pro-life that a pro-choice candidate would be unelectable. Romney’s strong pro-life stand
worries me. In one sentence, he puts “the right to life itself” on the same level as “abolition” of slavery and “civil
rights.” Republicans claim to be for small government. But the strong pro-life position is for government so huge
as to have the power to intervene between a pregnant and her physician.
2.....I applaud Romney’s American ORIGINALISM, our Founders’ original vision and, in our reading of our
founding documents, their original intent. Since the 1933 publication of the Humanist Manifesto I (continued in
II and III), antisupernaturalists have tried to spin our heritage into atheism, marginalizing religion into the private
sphere. Romney is precise in nailing this as “the religion of secularism,” which anti-Americanly intends “the
elimination of religion from the public square.” (He did not denigrate the adjective “secular,” and he spoke
approvingly of Lincoln’s phrase “political religion”—now called “civil religion.”)
3.....Rightly, Romney tells us that while the specifics of his religion are none of our business, we should consider
the general tangencies of his religion to our American heritage and hope. One exception, a specific: “I believe
that Jesus Christ is the Son of God and the Savior of mankind.” Differences among Christians, and even among
religions, should not prevent cultural-political convergence in a “symphony of faith.” Our Founders “sought the
blessings of the Creator,” whose “children” we all are.
4.....The speech was both theocentric (God-centered) andantitheocratic (against religion’s dominance of
government, as in the sharia aim of Islamism—which he rightly called “theocratic tyranny”). We Americans and
our government should be realistic about the threat: “Radical Islam seeks to destroy us.” But as the Declaration
of Independence affirms, the “Creator” and not government is the source of human rights—in Romney’s words,
“liberty is a gift of God, not an indulgence of government.” A truth, he says, we should not be hesitant to affirm in
politics and education. Such theocentricity protects us against both theocracy (with its faith-dominance) and
secularism (with its reason-dominance). We should be “thankful that we live in a land where reason and religion
are friends and allies in the cause of liberty.”
5.....America’s contribution to political theory is simply stated in the First Amendment: political and
religiousinstitutions are mutually independent—though as social realities, politics and religion are
interdependent, with a gated fence (not a “wall of separation”) between them. Romney’s speech showed a
competent grasp of this clear but complex arrangement. “Freedom requires religion just as religion requires
freedom.” “I am an American [not a Mormon] running for president,” though mine is “the [Mormon] faith of my
fathers.” The presidential oath of office would be “my highest promise to God.”
6.....Of our Founders, Romney likes John Adams for his moral and religious sinews, as in this quotation: “Our
country was made for a moral and religious people,” and can’t work without this double “bridle” on “human
passions.” The bridle has worked loose, and we are facing “the breakdown of the family,” with horrendous
societal consequences.
We Democrats say that government should do for the people what the people need done but cannot do for
themselves. I, however, could vote for a Republican if he or she were the candidate most balanced in

understanding (1) the roles of faith and reason in the American mind and (2) the relative roles of private and
public responsibility in American life.
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Hello with my best regards
thank you for your interesting web
this web is very nice
good luck
www.theocentric-global.webs.com
POSTED BY: M-M | JULY 24, 2008 10:44 AM
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Dr. E: many thanks for the words about one of my favorite professors. We had B.F. Skinner come to Yale to talk
and later Dr. Pelikan regaled us with his attempted "Augustinian end run" around him. Of course it worked for
him but not for Skinner. personally I thought my argument with Skinner afterwards was simpler, that Skinner was
simply irrelevant because on cannot actually live one's life any other way than "as if" free, because you cannot
actually incorporate determinism into a principal of action.
regards! (and I knew you hadn't ignored me ;-)
POSTED BY: JOET | DECEMBER 12, 2007 6:56 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
While I read all comments, please do not assume that I’ve read all that appear before one of my “to whom it may
concern.” When I check it to locate the last comment I’ve read, I find a number of comments I could not have
read before posting my latest. (MY POINT: I’m not overlooking you!)
HENRY JAMES -- 12.11 / 1:29p
Romney is to the right of my position. I don’t see the founders as “cheerleaders for Christianity” but as accepters
(with various degrees of enthusiasm) (1) of the Christian heritage & culture (especially at the points at which it
seemed to them to support Enlightenment insights) & (2) of the reality that Americans of their time were (with
few exceptions) Christians. The founders were—by conviction as well as by convenience—
BALANCERS/CENTRISTS vis-a-vis state/church, not christianistic or secularistic REVISIONIZERS (as I’ve
called these extremists, ELIMINATERS [of state, as theocrats; or of church, as secularists).
Please stop mixing me in with Romney (I’m a Democrat!) & theocrats (whom I’ve long been known to be a
battler against).
No, I don’t see all who disagree with me as “Radical Secularists.” A few, maybe. Most of you I see as failing to
perceive & support the original American mind as attentive to & balancing of the sibling distinctively American
realities of “church” & “state” (with “Bible” & “Enlightenment” aspects to re-conceiving, in contrast to the Old
World, both politics & religion). (Labeling people, including oneself, is handy & dangerous. To put in a word the
POV I’m taking in this conversation, I’m an “originalist,” including original-intent [contextual] reading of our
founding documents.)

CHRIS EVERETT
Unsupportedly, you assert that “creature liberty, being a religious construct, is inherently incoherent.” You seem
unaware of the long tradition, beginning with Augustine, arguing the superiority of creature-liberty over organismliberty. Intellectual giants have COHERENTLY exposited this position (including, in American history, Jonathan
Edwards). But for all I know, you may be so Inherently anti-religious as to hold that all religious thinking is
incoherent.
Anent coherence, your relating teleology (inherent purpose in the universe, most visible in our species) to
creationism has this much truth: the biblical paradigm sees a loving, mutually celebrative relationship between
the Creator & his creation/creatures. We are made for the maximum liberty, which is expressed in both sections
of the Bible as loving God/others/ourselves/creation. Love liberates: the mutitudinous forms of anti-love enslave,
diminish (e.g., the Taliban) (Philosophers of science are now using “teleology” as an aspect of the nature-story
called “evolution.” The biblical is the grace-story form of teleology.)
Wrongly, you say that I “apply the concept of freedom only to religious actions.” God gave us freedom for
ANTIreligious actions, & in Eden Adam & Eve exercised that freedom. But if (as the biblical paradigm has it) we
are made for love & use it to cut off love (as A&E cut off their love of & communion with God), we are ABusing
our freedom (as, by analogy, a tool made for one purpose becomes damaged when used for
another purpose).
The world paradigms are, as you say, “mutually incompatible.” The first phrase in the title of my current column
is “Cacophony of religions.” Religions/philosophies/cultures/nations compete. You seem to imply that this fact of
life argues against religions as having anything to do with politics, particularly in America.
But America may be seen as a universal model, or as a particular religopolitical emergent in world history
(Christianity being the religious element), or both. I see it as both, you see it as the former.
Your parsing of “learned” indirectly points to the scarcity of polymaths: almost all of us learneds are spottily
learned. The spot may be small or large. In hiring me to teach the world’s religions, the University of Hawaii
considered me a master of the large spot called “religion” (not what you call the “bubble” of biblical expertise). Of
all the world’s paradigms, I consider the biblical the truest—so of course, it’s what I most argue from & for. / I
used “cognitive dissonance” (which you’d offered) not in its psychiatric context but as the paradoxical element in
human consciousness/cognition/re-cognition—as in the Wordsworthian “heart and mind,” which can work
together to “make one music as before, but vaster.”
JOET
Sorry if you feel neglected! I read you, but till now didn’t come upon anything I felt moved to respond to.
But your mention of Pelikan rouses me to a few remarks. (1) Like me, he was a classical-orthodox Christian. (2)
Unlike me, he became (Greek) Orthodox (capital “O”). (3) In addition to our Christian commitment, we shared a
love of the Greek language (of which I had nine school-years). (4) On the dissertation-defense oral committee on
my last doctorate, he asked me 11 questions without stopping. When I asked whether he would like me to
respond seriatim or in some other order, he said “I don’t care whether you answer any of them; I was only trying
to impress my colleagues.” A clear genius, & geniuses ain’t easy to live with.
TERRY
I largely agree with you. Einstein said he flub on quantum was his number-one flub.
POSTED BY: WILLIS E. ELLIOTT | DECEMBER 12, 2007 3:48 PM
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Terry,
Interesting posts. Buddhism is indeed the more rational spiritual paradigm and is scientific inasmuch as it is
focused on paying attention to the nature of awareness and the workings of the mind (although reincarnation,
karma, astrology, etc. is just as superstitious as any Western superstitious nonsense). With respect to quantum
mechanics, it is certainly common nowadays to see different religious traditions claim it as there own, but I

mainly see this as coattail riding. Religions have never had anything reliable to say about nature. They're always
RETROACTIVELY seeing a scientific truth expressed (obscurely and metaphorically) in their scriptures; they're
never the SOURCE of discovery. In science we call this data mining, or "torturing the data until it talks". Although
quantum indeterminism appears to be true, the quantum model of reality is nevertheless mathematically well
defined, and if one were to consider the wave function to be the "material" of nature then quantum mechanics is
materialistic (utterly so under non-Copenhagen interpretations, dualisticly so under the Copenhagen
interpretation). As far as leaning toward a mysterious 'origin' for all things in creation (sans personality), what
scientist wouldn't feel this way? "Creation" is either eternal or had an origin. If by "creation" you mean the
universe that appears to have begun with the big bang, then we see that it had an origin. That leaves mystery,
which is self evident, and sans personality, which to me is simply the exclusion of the preposterous.
Bottom line: beware of spiritual leaders who talk about "what the physicists are only now discovering". I have
been to quite a few satsangs where physics was much maligned in the service of reinforced faith.
POSTED BY: CHRIS EVERETT | DECEMBER 12, 2007 9:48 AM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Dr. Elliot - I was moved to read (skim) the Meditations of Descartes where he proves the existence of God by a
dialectical process (including the famous 'I think therefore I am' revelation). Pretty impressive thinking for his day
and age, but ultimately he was a materialist with dualistic tendencies and not different from Einstein in that
regard.
It's interesting to contrast his thinking process with that of the Buddhist philosopher Nagarjuna in the 2nd
century, where he uses a similar rational/logical process to prove Emptiness and mere appearance as the
ultimate reality (eternally coupled with awareness). In this way he believed that the basic tenets of dualistm were
defeated, and it was thereby established that the material world does not exist as other than a transient/apparent
reality (this finding is not too dissimilar from today's quantum mechanics). A divine personality never enters the
equation.
Maybe religious thought depends on it's point of origin after all. Religion in the West assumes God from the start,
whereas religions of the East do not (at least not necessarily in the form of a divine person). When particular
quantum physicists begin to wax philosophical, they also tend to lean toward a mysterious 'origin' for all things in
creation (sans personality).
In the end, quantum logic appears to find materialism and the real existence of a material universe far more
tenuous than the world that Newton, Descartes, and Einstein took for granted in their work. One wonders if the
'timeless' truths of religion will stand the test of time.
regards POSTED BY: TERRY | DECEMBER 12, 2007 7:24 AM
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Dr. Elliot - thanks for your response. It is curious that several of the (Deist) founders discovered substance in a
religious philosophy that departed rather dramatically from mainline Protestantism.
And to the influence of early science, you pointed out that Newton for all of his genius was a traditionalist as
regards religion - whereas Descarte sounds positively Vedic in his view of 'God as the only reality'. A
coincidence?? This particular view begins to display signs of both mysticism and pantheism (although several of
the great mystics of the age e.g. William Blake, greatly mistrusted science). The mighty Voltaire, on the other
hand, was very much an avowed agnostic, if not a declared atheist.
It is interesting about Einstein - he was a man who believed in order, structure and purpose and would perhaps
have supported the 'weak' anthropic view of present-day cosmology (the teleology you spoke of). Curiously he
refused to buy in to Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle ('God doesn't play dice with the universe') as it underpins
quantum mechanics, and thereby took a pass on the quantum view altogether - even though his own conjoint
(EPR) experiment proved it out.

I'm willing to bet it's a real challenge to find a devoutly religious quantum physicist (but they must be out there). I
think you can extract a religious view from quantum physics but for me the paradigm of the Cabala and the idea
of emerging levels of manifestation from the Great Unmanifest (Ein Sof) are the closest parallels. As the first
manifestation, there is even an infinite point (Kether) from which the cosmos emerges. This is not unlike
physicist David Bohm's ideas found in 'Wholeness and the Implicate Order' (a book ahead of it's time).
but I digress It does seem that the founders who supported Deism tried mightily to both acknowlege and incorporate the
science of the day in their religious/philisophical overview while at the same time implying that the universe must
have a maker (however distant). All in all, a departure that was both advanced and daring in an essentially
protestant/trinitarian world. Then as you say, came the Transcendentalists - a great group of singularly American
icons.
The religious cum political hucksters running for office today are doing a disservice to the high standards set by
our forebearers. One wonders if we'll ever hear about real solutions to real problems in the days ahead. We can
only hope your personal responses are appreciated POSTED BY: TERRY | DECEMBER 11, 2007 5:16 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Henry (and Chris): and in such an unnecessarily opaque way. I studied religious history under Jaroslav Pelikan
at Yale while getting my degree in Philosophy, before getting a J.D at Virginia with George Allen and Jim
Gilmore in my class (pardon the digression). I also took his course on Augustine. He was a Lutheran scholar,
wrote the definitive million volume trillion footnote history of christian doctrine from the death of Christ to Vatican
II, was the dean of the Yale Graduate School, and spoke every indo european language but Finnish fluently
(rusty on his Finnish vocab). He never needed to sound like Dr. E. And I'm just assuming he posted before he
read me or I'd be hurt that he left me out of his reply. ;-)
POSTED BY: JOET | DECEMBER 11, 2007 4:36 PM
REPORT OFFENSIVE COMMENT

Thank You Dr Elliot for taking the time to respond and engage. We appreciate it, and you are by far the best
columnist in this regard.
I echo Chris on this point.
POSTED BY: HENRY JAMES | DECEMBER 11, 2007 4:26 PM
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Indeed.
Nevertheless, Dr. Elliott, I'm sure we all appreciate your taking the time to converse with us.
POSTED BY: CHRIS EVERETT | DECEMBER 11, 2007 4:06 PM
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Chris
Yes, Dr Elliot IS a puzzle, ain't he?
He has oodles of education, but he thinks and writes in such a convoluted and Christian-Centric way,
and seems to deliberately write not only opaquely academicly, but super-opaquely,

that with every post I end up shaking my head in disbelief.
It is not that he is religious. There are loads of religious writers whom I love and understand and often agree
with, and certainly find interesting.
But this case...???
POSTED BY: HENRY JAMES | DECEMBER 11, 2007 3:48 PM
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Mitt Romney's ignoring of non-believing Americans in his "Symphony of Faith" is akin to a performance of
Brahms' Fourth Symphony minus its triangle.
I'm sure Dr Elliot knows of what I'm speaking.
POSTED BY: MR MARK | DECEMBER 11, 2007 3:47 PM
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Uh oh. I'm beginning to feel like a "new atheist." GRRRRRR!!!!
POSTED BY: CHRIS EVERETT | DECEMBER 11, 2007 2:41 PM
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Dr. Elliott:
I do indeed struggle with the "the distinction between creature liberty (from, & with obligations to, the Creator) &
organism liberty (the human organism seen as autonomous)." I think the reason for this is that creature liberty,
being a religious construct, is inherently incoherent. You seem to be saying that according to your antievolutionist, "teleological" stance, we were explicitly DESIGNED by God to do certain things, and in fact are
OBLIGATED to do these things. In this context, FREEDOM is the ability to fulfill our God-given obligations
without the government interfering.
One word comes to mind: Taliban. Among all the possibilities for self-directed human action you make a
distinction between those that fulfill religious obligation and those that are merely "autonomous", and you apply
the concept of freedom only to religious actions. So, taken to an extreme, a society in which no actions were
permitted save those that are decreed as serving God would be considered "free".
Of course, if specific religious obligations exist and can be followed, they must be enumerated somewhere. You
say they're in the Bible. Others say Bagavad Gita. Koran. Book of Mormon. Dianetics. And they're all mutually
incompatible. So what of religious freedom? How can there be ANYTHING in the nature of American
government that is specific to Christianity without being ANTI everything else?
You say "And you underestimate the number of learned Americans who continue our affirmation of
Bible+Enlightenment as the dynamic of the American mind." That may be true, although I would argue the word
"learned". That implies the existence of the thing learned about. You seem to have been (highly) educated in a
bubble of biblical credulity in which everything is interpreted in the service of religious belief. Frankly, having
read your historical revisionism, your position on evolution and your apparent comfort with the cognative
dissonance so characteristic of the "American mind" (whatever THAT is - MY American mind doesn't contenence
cognative dissonance - I wonder why yours needs to, hmmm?), I'm amazed and disturbed that you're referred to
by the Washington Post as "mainline Protestant". What are you mainlining?
POSTED BY: CHRIS EVERETT | DECEMBER 11, 2007 2:35 PM
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

Sorry for that 8-times repeat! My server kept signaling me “Message blocked” (though it wasn’t)—so I kept trying
various ways to unblock. (Thanks to the four of you who alerted me to this technical glitch—which I can bypass
by disbelieving “Message blocked.”)
ATHENA 12.10 / 4:43p
Thank you for raising the issue of “second-class citizens.” America is, politically, a classless society—so we
have no “second-class citizens.” For any office, I vote for the person I consider best qualified, & religion is only
one factor: single-qualification voting is as un-American as single-issue.
Now, all other things being equal (which they never are), my preference goes to whoever seems to me has the
best grasp of the American Mind (historically, a unique “exceptionalist” mind), which BALANCES “church” &
“state” (as in Jon Meacham’s AMERICAN GOSPEL).
Negatively put, I reject the two ideologies which strive to destroy the balance—by eliminating “church” (the
secularist ideology) or “state” (the theocratic ideology, which has strangled Iran since 1979).
Please don’t think I’m talking about people when I’m talking about culture. And I apologize for sometimes not
being as clear as I could have been in making the distinction.
CHRIS EVERETT
By “re-imaging” I do not mean “to make clear once again.” In re-imagining something, we see it through the lens
of a new image. E.g., it was a cow but we see it as a horse. A pelican may throw a fish up several times before
in comes down just right for gulping: human beings want to “see” history in its most gulpable form, gulpability
determined by POV (point of view). Because we are incapable of complete objectivity (because of [to use
Niebuhr’s phrase] “finitude and sin”), how & what we see is always “interested” (i.e., “interesting” to you because
of our [personal-subjective] “interests”). So we need (as the roadsign says) to “proceed with caution” both in
affirming our POV & in judging others’ POVs. (I’ll add this: proceed with prayerful & penitential humility.)
Read “marginality” in the light of “some.” “Some” of our founders were somewhat left of the fulcrum-center of the
church/state balance, & I see their leftness as marginal “in the formation of American history & the American
mind”: secularists see it as central. It’s a storytelling contest of consequence: who gets to write America’s
children’s American-history school-texts?
You say “Jefferson was certainly NOT a Christian” & then mention the so-called “Jefferson Bible.” A Christian
takes Jesus seriously enough to spend considerable time thinking of his message, as Jefferson certainly did
(though his infatuation with the French Enlightenment convinced him against the miraculous).
Again, do you doubt that the last two words of this from the Declaration—“a first reliance on Divine Providence”-are Christian in reference though not in specific wording? And what of his regular attendance at Sunday worship
in the capitol: do you think those worship services were nonChristian in language? / A further factor in the
language of founders who went to France: being pro-French was natural at the stage when we Americans were
anti-British. (As you know, the French fleet at Yorktown made possible our success in the Revolutionary War.)
For the convenience of your POV, you erect a sound-barrier between the Declaration & the Constitution. / In the
Constitution, there’s nothing “negative” about religion; in the First Amendment, there are two negatives about
Congress but no negative about religion. Rightly, Madison was concerned about the separation of church/state
powers, & insisted that state documents deal only with state powers—though he had personal competence in
religion, having studied (at the College of N.J., now Princeton) under Witherspoon, a great Christian theologian. /
In the Constitution’s wording, just above the signatures is “in the year of our Lord [Jesus],” which was more
Christian than “anno domini” (“year of [THE] Lord”) necessitated—hardly, I take it, merely conventional.
You say the Declaration was “a philosophical document that challenged King George....” Why only
philosophical? Why not also political & religious? It’s wow force is from its tridimensionality. / You’re correct on
the Enlightenment force of “nature,” but you know that the Declaration sources human rights not in nature but in
God, “Divine Providence” understood in the common language of the time to be the biblical deity (yes, by
revelation). Washington knew this. Your statement at he “never went to church” is incorrect: he disliked the ritual
of Holy Communion, so would leave before that worship-ending & wait outside for Martha. That he like Lincoln

was a man of prayer cannot be doubted/ / I can understand that you want to give “top billing” not to God but to
nature, & thus to reason rather than revelation. But the divine source of “rights” is here no mere fight-fire-with-fire
verbal tactic: the founders’ written remains provide massive evidence of this belief outside of, as well as within,
this polemic context. / Of course you are correct that “the Enlightenment paradigm is that Reason, applied to
Nature, reveals Truth,” & that (as you imply, & I now state) our founding documents, to have intellectual
respectability, had to be written in the intellectual mode then dominant among the players, viz. that of the
Enlightenment. But in its fight against state+church power, the Enlightenment (1) narrowed “reason” down
logical process & “truth” down to the products of logical process, & (2) left no room for faith & revelation. This
partisan rendition of “reason” & “truth” helped in the birthing of the American political distinctive, viz. the splitting
of state+church power to two power-spheres, viz. “state” & “church” (as masterfully stated in the First
Amendment). / Of course the founders didn’t claim that their products were by divine revelation!
Yes, the Constitution had to try to avoid “anything controversial.” I can imagine your point. Mine is that any
affirmations in the religion sphere of power might conflict with the structuring of the government sphere of power.
BETTY
I want to “make Jefferson a southern baptist preacher”? Hardly. But now that you mention the Baptists, he solidly
supported them—specifically, in VA & CN—in their efforts toward religious liberty. (RI was Baptist-founded for
religious liberty.
HENRY JAMES
No, I don’t claim that “the nation is officially Christian,” though it is populationally Christian. As Jon Meacham in
AMERICAN GOSPEL puts it: the people are Christian, the language of government is neutral. / Do you really
think that Romney “did not have to broadcast that he is a good Christian”? Without that, no hope of catching up
to Huckabee.
Your final paragraph falsely puts 17th-18th c. political philosophers on one side & Jesus on the other. All those
philosophers were at least culturally Christian, with the Jesus Story a factor in their calculus of power/freedom.
TERRY
Thanks for your comments on the deism content of the founder’s thinking. New England Transcendentalism hit
hard in the next generation (as you say, Emerson and Thoreau). “Pantheist” does not well describe the Christian
deism among the founders. / Einstein was cautious about his religious expression but not about his basic piety,
his religiousness. He showed up in 1937 for our specifically-Christian choir-concert at Princeton. / Newton &
Descartes were both specifically Christian. Newton wrote commentaries on the Bible, & Descartes said only God
is really real (i.e., has “substance”). / You seem to imply that all the founders were deist: not so.
Yes, “would that we all had” the wisdom to spot inauthenticity. But it should not be confused with the necessities
of political rhetoric.
PAGANPLACE
Thanks for “Stay off the Caps Lock.” Am I doing better since reading you on this? I’d like to be able to use
underlining/italics/boldface/(rarely)caps, but the medium permits only caps. (In my columns, I use all four.) And
thanks for the implicit suggestion that I use *______*s.
Like you, Peggy Noonan panned Romney’s “symphony of faith.” Yes, it’s somewhat schmaltzy. But we
Americans have a way of finding a sharing a common religious vein. Just this morning, a Manhattan playwright
phoned me & spoke of a “citizens’ religion” in America—what Lincoln called our “political religious,” more
recently called our “civil religion” (somewhat like what John Dewey meant in his book “A Common Faith”).
Romney’s music metaphor for this American reality is accurate, as is also the first part of my column’s title, viz.
“Cacophony of Religions.”
I have never said you were “not a real American.” But I believe the burden of carrying America’s unique political
contribution to the world rests most heavily on those who understand & support the originalist balance of
“church” & “state.” / As for your references to devils/Satan/evil, I don’t get what you’re getting at.

CHRIS EVERETT
We do have a lexical (word-choice) problem, don’t we? / You seem not to get the distinction between creature
liberty (from, & with obligations to, the Creator) & organism liberty (the human organism seen as autonomous). /
Yes, in our American heritage & present, “Creator-creature” is “in the Bible.” / Few in any of the Enlightenments
made any distinction between “God” & “superstition,” so God-less = superstition-less. The distinction was made
by some between “God-less” (i.e., minus the biblical deity) & “godless” (i.e., minus any deity except perhaps “the
Goddess of Liberty” on the altar of Paris’ Notre Dame Cathedral). / The Bible purports to report divine revelation,
& you are anti-Bible in the sense that you say “belief in REVELATION is a form of superstition.” We can agree to
disagree on this. / I agree that the founders were more aware of & impressed by the Enlightenment than were
the mass of Americans, & that this element was vital in the formation of the American mind as (as I frequently
put it) Bible+Enlightenment. But you stretch it in saying that the founders were “radically UN-CHISTIAN relative
to their peers. And you underestimate the number of learned Americans who continue our affirmation of
Bible+Enlightenment as the dynamic of the American mind. / The 1933 quote is from the Supreme Court &
represents the “cognitive dissonance” particular to the American mind. The way we learned Americans “follow
the Christian bible” is not in the unlearned manner you spell out, but with the help of our learning—precisely as
the founders respected America’s religious heritage/present/hope in light of the learning available to them.

POSTED BY: WILLIS E. ELLIOTT | DECEMBER 11, 2007 1:50 PM
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Chris and JoeT
Boy, youse guys are smart! How many PhDs do you have?
Totally seriously, you, and many of the columnists here, make SO MUCH more sense than the Good Doctor.
And each or your last posts were exemplary for intelligence and sensible interpretation.
Romney, and mamy believers, try to make the Founding Fathers cheerleaders for Christianity. And Dr Elliot is
abetting the crime.
We don't have to be Anti-Christian or Anti-Religion to believe in a strict separation of Church and State.
John Kennedy enunciated exactly that principle.
Dr Elliot paints those who disagree with him as Radical Secularists.
We are very happy to have people practice whatever religiion or non religion they please.
Just keep it out of politics.
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How did I miss all the fun over here?
Henry (and others): thanks for keeping the faith. Dr. E reminds me of a Harvard lawyer who I referred to as
someone who would not only miss the forest for the trees, but would argue from the trees that the forest does
not exist and not see the problem.
Dr. E: the biggest problem with your exposition is that it misses the forest. Romney would die if he thought he
was being read by evangelicals the way you read him. he was clearly trying to do anything but get his history
right.

Even if the truth of our founding is somewhere between the totally secular revisionism that is out there and the
totally christian revisionism that is out there as well, Romney was sure hoping that the evangelicals read him to
mean that nonbelievers and those who would maintain any semblance of church state separation should be
banished. He did say that only judges of faith were fit to be appointed.
I fully appreciate that radical secularists who would get In God we Trust off the coins (odd that our founding
fathers didn't put it there) and make sure the state never mentioned religion are not what our founders had in
mind. Romney's message was meant to make people think he wants to make our courthouses safe for the judge
who tried to put the 5 ton granite commandments in the lobby and proclaim that they, not the constitution, were
the law in his court.
In sum, Mr. E, the problem with your exposition is that it is fairly accurate with respect to Romney's text read in a
fairly accurate historical context, it's just completely wrong with respect to what Romney was hoping his
audience heard. You missed all the code for the words.
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John Adams is often quoted by the religionists as saying "Our Constitution is designed only for a moral and
religious people"; the implication being that the country is INTENDED to be Christian. However, here is the quote
in its larger context:
"We have no government armed with power capable of contending with human passions unbridled by morality
and religion. Avarice, ambition, revenge or gallantry would break the strongest cords of our Constitution as a
whale goes through a net. Our Constitution is designed only for a moral and religious people. It is wholly
inadequate for any other."
It's clear that Adams was making the point that since the government was in the hands of the people, the people
have the power to lead it to its own demise. He also seems to be of the opinion that "morality and religion" are
necessary for contending successfully with otherwise unbridled human passions.
So we see that the point Adams was making is that there is NO INSTITUTIONALIZATION of either morality or
religion in the Constitution. This is the EXACT OPPOSITE of the religionists' interpretation! Instead, we are
relying on the people themselves to restrain their collective passions, since America is constitutionally vulnerable
to them, at least if mobilized en masse.
I see it as a triumph of Americanism that the trust has proven well founded and that this country DOES rest on a
foundation of restrained passions. What doesn't seem to have been clear to John Adams at the time is that
civility and religiosity are utterly separate things, and that one can exist without the other (in fact there is plenty of
evidence that civility and religiosity are negatively correlated, but that's a whole other issue).
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Well at least we know what the next term for creationism is going to be: Teleology!
Teach the controversy!
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Alternatives to the Doctor
Garnder Taylor, another columnist with a very different view than M Elliott, writes about the Christianity of the
Founders:

"There is not one clear word in the Declaration of Independence or the Constitution which refers to the deity in
terms of being related to Jesus Christ. In fact many of the people involved in formulation of our political
documents were disciples of the English Deists and the French Philosophs [note: no correction necessary],
notably lacking in faith in the God who is related in any way to Jesus Christ, who is the heart of the Christian
faith."
I guess Mr Taylor does not conclude that the use of the term Divine Providence as a "clear word."
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Oh, and by the way,
did Washington, Adams, or Jefferson ever say
You should vote for me, because I am a good Christian?
Is it just me, or does this underline the absurdity of Dr. Elliot's line of argument?
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Chris
remember when we were a nation of immigrants?
even the Chinese (are they usually Christians?)
nostalgically
Henry
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Well, Dr. Elliott seems to have pulled out all the stops with his last post, and to my mind has revealed himself to
be unworthy of refutation. The old false choice of God vs. government as the origin of rights, only now with the
added "obligation" to serve God in return for our rights (and how do we know what God wants from us... oh
yeah, it's in the Bible!). The Soviet Union as some kind of atheist politicaly vision (now it's even an
"Enlightenment-type [God-less] empire" to boot!). The assertion that the Enlightenment is God-less (It's
SUPERSTITION-LESS, numbskull! If REASON leads to God, so be it. But belief in REVELATION is a form of
superstition.).
As for the multiple posts, perhaps Dr. Elliott is trying out on us the form of argument that worked so well for him.
As Dan Dennett says, "Every time you repeat a phrase you make another copy of it in your brain." And as Dan
Dennett says, "Every time you repeat a phrase you make another copy of it in your brain."
My 10,000' assessment of the situation is that the colonies, and the country today, was and is demographically
Christian, and Christianity has been integral to American life. But the founders were radically UN-CHRISTIAN
relative to their peers, and it is the UN-CHRISTIAN-NESS of the founders and their intellectual allegiance to the
ideas of people like Voltaire, Locke, Hume, Newton, Cicero and Franklin (who was an intellectual giant before he
got actively involved in politics) that is at the heart of the American notion of freedom, liberty and democracy.
However, I don't think the Enlightenment really ever spread into the general populace. Instead, what we ended
up with is a tension between a minority of relatively more educated people who believe in the Enlightenment,
and a majority of people who live according to the Christian bible and who embrace America as patriots, not
intellectuals. To them, "freedom" is a slogan.

Look at the cognitive dissonance of Dr. Elliott's 1933 quote: “We are a Christian people, according to one
another the equal right of religious freedom, and acknowledging with reverence the duty of obedience to the will
of God.” Who's to say what the "will of God" is. Since we are a "Christian people" I guess the will of God is
outlined in the Christian bible. So our duty is to follow the Christian bible. Well, should we do it literally, stoning
people like Paganplace to death? No? Maybe we should just follow the one about having no other gods but the
god of Israel. Too bad the Hindoos and Muselmen are shirking their duties; this IS a Christian nation after all.
They shouldn't even BE here.
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Cause, Reverend. I get the general impression you never missed a meal in your life.
You know who pulls all-nighters trying to save the 'civilization' *you* claim to own?
Someone like me.
Shout all you want.
This is how we live. All of us.
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And, speaking of previous decades, ...this is a picture of me... Being disgruntled.... Cause I'm losing sleep, not
you, cleaning up after your messes where politics convinced people your devils are involved ... Every time life
happens.
Gods.
If I'm gonna do this, I want to come home to my lesbian life and not be worried the ground will get ripped out
from under us any more than it usually does.
Understand? Reverend?
WOULD IT HELP IF I LEANED ON THE SHIFT KEY?
Seems you got 'evil' loose in your world.
There is only so much a few Pagans can do to clean up after that noise in reality. You want your 'symphony,' it's
about time you heard the horn section.
If you keep saying I am not a real American, *I will die,* you will feel divinely-vindicated, and then talking to
people who think Satan is between them and their dish-rack will be on you.
Up for it, sport? It's possible you might find there's more work out there than you 'Reverends' think.
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I will note for the good Reverend, though, (again) that at any hour, hitting Post twice rarely helps, and more than
twice never helps.
Also. Stay off the capslock. I thought 'Photon Guy' was talking, and the fact that, given the choice I'd rather live
in his world than yours notwithstanding,(except, of course, he apparently wants me dead for being queer, too,
picky, picky, ).....didn't actually make me want to read any block of text with capsplock, Bible quotes, and,
whatever else.

I like using *asterisks* for emphasis. It's cool, it's retro, and I'm shocked to the core when it still makes bold
type. :)
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I do, however, suspect more than one glitch. :)
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All I have to ask is, if the 'Christian Nation' is so perfect, why am I staying up till four in the morning trying to
convince people who live up the block to take comfort in the Virgin Mary while thay can't tell the difference
between 'bipolar' and 'Satan?'
If you're gonna have a 'Christian Nation' that won't let me have health care, maybe you ought to work that bit out.
Cause it's not exactly anything new to me, but it gets kind of insulting doing it whil you're calling me a partisan of
your devil and all.
Really insulting.
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Is there a technical glitch here?
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Is there a technical glitch here?
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Dear God - give me a perfect post some day.
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First of all, the website's a mess. Something needs to be re-calibrated.
The Deist founding fathers were more the 18th century equivilant of the Einstein Club, rather than any remote
comparison to a modern trinitarian Christian - they were that smart.
Einstein might almost be said to be a modern Deist, although the concept of God the creator was not part of his
religious equation.
This country was fortunate to have been founded during the Enlightenment period after all, when religion was
losing it's clout and REASON was beginnning to prevail. Deists were (in my opinion) closer to pantheists than
any Christian group since the Gnostics. After all, the Indian Vedanta and the Upanishads greatly influenced the
thinking of the Unitarians which were extant in the latter part of the 18th century and the early 19th century (in
their original form). See Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry David Thoreau.
It's pretty clear the founders incorporated the thinking of Newton and Descarte with the concept of a distant
creator (Brahma?) that left our clock-work universe behind for us to deal with. Men must rely on their own power

and common sense, rather than supernatural powers, in order to thrive and survive. Thomas Payne told us life
and the living of life was our own responsibility.
This was an age of political and philosophical brilliance that has yet to re-appear on our cultural horizon. While
these particular men were by no means atheists, their concept of God and religion was not even remotely the
same as that found in our modern-day religious (political) hucksters and purveyors of simple-minded religion.
Ladies and gentlemen - don't take our TV life seriously. It's a mirage. What would Thomas Jefferson say about
viewing your favorite political personality on a wide-screen Sony??
Many years ago Ronald Reagon was presenting a typically famous speech on TV, and encephalitis patients
were queried as to what they thought about this speech (this was exactly at the time the Awakenings/Oliver
Sachs book was coming out) -curiously, and as severely disabled as these patients were, their ability to spot
falsity and insincerity via the spoken word was infallible -the entire group was completely overcome with fits of
hysterical laughter....virtually every word spoken was a complete lie and total fabrication (this is a savant-like
ability that was akin to the Dusten Hoffman 'Rainman' talents seen in the movie by that title).
Would that we all had such talents POSTED BY: TERRY | DECEMBER 10, 2007 7:32 PM
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HENRY JAMES
Well, this difference in FACT:
You say
Our founding constitution says NOTHING about the christian church being our underpinning, nor does the
declaration, and congress in the legislation from the 1790's reaffirms that.
Referring to God as “Providence”—as in the Declaration’s “with a firm reliance on Divine Providence”—IS
specifically Christian in early American literature, including founding documents.
AND this difference of OPINION:
You say
Should we Privilege Christian Values because a majority of the founding fathers were Christian, even though the
constitution mandates no establishment, which I assume means either explicit or implicit?
ON YOUR SECOND CLAUSE: “No establishment” is precise, EXPLICIT legal language facing the fact that more
than half of the American states had (explicit, legal) church establishments.
Jon Meacham in AMERICAN GOSPEL put it well: “God is central to this country’s experience, but faith is a
matter of choice, not coercion.” The “God” he speaks of is the biblical deity, & the “choice” was at the federal
level: at the state level, until 1833 you couldn’t vote in MA unless you were a member in good standing of a
Congregational church (which was coercion by denial of suffrage); & our salaries, mine & my wife’s—as
Congregational clergy in MA until our recent move to NE—would have been paid by the state government
(which is coercion by denial of income to unestablished clergy).

ON YOUR FIRST CLAUSE: The reason Americans today should “privilege Christian values” is not just for
nostalgia, old times’ sake, but because of the essential correlation of those values (i.e., the values of biblical
religion) with the Enlightenment to form THE AMERICAN MIND, specifically the American understanding of
‘FREEDOM,” which is the heart in the body of THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT.
1 The American understanding of freedom is that we human beings are free not as autonomous beings but as
creatures: our rights are (as the Declaration of Independence says) “Creator”-given by
”Nature’s God”: here, the merger of the biblical “Creator” & the Enlightenment “Nature.” Notice:
(1) Our rights are not government-given. If they were, we would be “obliged” to, as servants of, the state (as in
etatism); since they are not, government is our servant, a tool of “We the People.”
(2) Our rights are GOD-given. Since they are, we are—like it or not—“obliged” to, as servants of, GOD. The idea
that we are free from God (as “unbelievers”) is (a) an un-American divestment of the religion side of the
Bible+Enlightenment American Mind & (b) a replacement of under-God liberty by the Enlightenment’s God-less
liberty as autonomy (which is what the snake promised Adam & Eve [Genesis 3]). In the American Mind,
creaturehood & liberty are inseparable: God intends & gives freedom “under God” (which was a precise 1953
addition to the Pledge of Allegiance, as in the Cold War we confronted an Enlightenment-type [God-less] empire,
the Soviet Union).
(3) As “state” is the institutional form of power, “church” is the institution form of COUNTER-BALANCING piety.
So, in an American formula, “No Creator, no [creature-]freedom.”
(4) I fear to get too technical here, but I must say that scholars name the difference the teleology/autonomy
distinction. (TELEOLOGY is the latest element in the evolution debate: we antievolutionists claim that mere
“natural selection—survival of the fittest” misses the fact of function-as-purposive: a machine or a worm is built to
a specific “end” [Greek “telos,” result-of-purpose]. Theologically, the creation expresses the purposes of the
Creator; ethically, the creatures are, to the extent of their consciousness, to conform their lives to the Creator’s
purposes through the exercise of their GOD-GIVEN rights.)
(5) This Christian understanding of freedom was taught in America’s public schools (e.g., by the McGuffey
Readers) before “secular humanism” succeeded in replacing it with the present atheist understanding of freedom
as AUTONOMY (Greek, “self-law,” the self as law unto itself). This converted our public schools into enemies of
the American Mind, & we are witnessing a deepening alienation between American public education & the
American public. The “church” has been losing the war against the “state”; & at present, the “church” is enlisting
more troops than the “state”--& the “church” wants the White House so we can pack the Supreme Court, which
has been moving to the right. I say “we”: I prefer the American Mind with its wider-“we” marriage of
Bible+Enlightenment; but when divorce occurs, I become a “Christian soldier” against the Enlightenment
soldiers, the secularists. I pray & work of an armistice, a return to the American Mind--& there are evidences that
may come as both sides are increasingly frightened—the right, of secularism; the left, of theocracy.)
2 I close with evidence that the war is recent & UNNECESSARY. Two quotes from not-too-old Supreme Court
decisions:
1933: “We are a Christian people, according to one another the equal right of religious freedom, and
acknowledging with reverence the duty of obedience to the will of God.” The American mind in nuce: THE
BALANCE!
1954, (liberal!) Chief Justice Warren Burger: “No one can read the history of our country without realizing that
the Good Book [the Bible] and the Spirit of the Savior [Jesus] have from the beginning been our guiding
geniuses.” All the colonies’ charters call us “a Christian land governed by Christian principles.”
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is it my imagination
or did Dr Elliott just submit the same post
EIGHT TIMES??????????

i think that is just about a record on this site, don't you?
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Dr Elliot indicatess that because the Declaration uses the term “divine providence, which was a Christian Term,
therefore there is some implication that the nation is officially Christian. Many of us would not go that far with
him.
Jon Meacham is quoted by Dr E saying “God is central to this country’s experience.” Yes. Probably has been.
Does that mean that the political realm, where Separation is mandated, should have God be central to the
political process?
Kennedy did not think so. Few of us on this site think so. It seems that Dr E thinks so.
I think that a candidate who keeps his religious views private, and who runs for office on moral and political and
economic bases is more in line with the letter and spirit of the constitution, and the kind of republic the founders
intended, than is one who thinks he has to broadcast that he is a good Christian. Again, Kennedy agreed with
me. Romney is no Jack Kennedy.
American values of freedom have to be tied to Religious values? Baloney. Locke and Hume and other political
philosophers of the 17th and 18th centuries were much more influential on the political philosophy of Jefferson
and Madison than was Jesus, George Bush’s favorite political philosopher.
To be continued
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Jon Meacham in AMERICAN GOSPEL put it well: “God is central to this country’s experience, but faith is a
matter of choice, not coercion.” The “God” he speaks of is the biblical deity, & the “choice” was at the federal
level: at the state level, until 1833 you couldn’t vote in MA unless you were a member in good standing of a
Congregational church (which was coercion by denial of suffrage); & our salaries, mine & my wife’s—as
Congregational clergy in MA until our recent move to NE—would have been paid by the state government
(which is coercion by denial of income to unestablished clergy).
ON YOUR FIRST CLAUSE: The reason Americans today should “privilege Christian values” is not just for
nostalgia, old times’ sake, but because of the essential correlation of those values (i.e., the values of biblical
religion) with the Enlightenment to form THE AMERICAN MIND, specifically the American understanding of
‘FREEDOM,” which is the heart in the body of THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT.
1 The American understanding of freedom is that we human beings are free not as autonomous beings but as
creatures: our rights are (as the Declaration of Independence says) “Creator”-given by
”Nature’s God”: here, the merger of the biblical “Creator” & the Enlightenment “Nature.” Notice:
(1) Our rights are not government-given. If they were, we would be “obliged” to, as servants of, the state (as in
etatism); since they are not, government is our servant, a tool of “We the People.”
(2) Our rights are GOD-given. Since they are, we are—like it or not—“obliged” to, as servants of, GOD. The idea
that we are free from God (as “unbelievers”) is (a) an un-American divestment of the religion side of the
Bible+Enlightenment American Mind & (b) a replacement of under-God liberty by the Enlightenment’s God-less
liberty as autonomy (which is what the snake promised Adam & Eve [Genesis 3]). In the American Mind,
creaturehood & liberty are inseparable: God intends & gives freedom “under God” (which was a precise 1953
addition to the Pledge of Allegiance, as in the Cold War we confronted an Enlightenment-type [God-less] empire,
the Soviet Union).
(3) As “state” is the institutional form of power, “church” is the institution form of COUNTER-BALANCING piety.
So, in an American formula, “No Creator, no [creature-]freedom.”
(4) I fear to get too technical here, but I must say that scholars name the difference the teleology/autonomy
distinction. (TELEOLOGY is the latest element in the evolution debate: we antievolutionists claim that mere
“natural selection—survival of the fittest” misses the fact of function-as-purposive: a machine or a worm is built to
a specific “end” [Greek “telos,” result-of-purpose]. Theologically, the creation expresses the purposes of the
Creator; ethically, the creatures are, to the extent of their consciousness, to conform their lives to the Creator’s
purposes through the exercise of their GOD-GIVEN rights.)
(5) This Christian understanding of freedom was taught in America’s public schools (e.g., by the McGuffey
Readers) before “secular humanism” succeeded in replacing it with the present atheist understanding of freedom
as AUTONOMY (Greek, “self-law,” the self as law unto itself). This converted our public schools into enemies of
the American Mind, & we are witnessing a deepening alienation between American public education & the
American public. The “church” has been losing the war against the “state”; & at present, the “church” is enlisting
more troops than the “state”--& the “church” wants the White House so we can pack the Supreme Court, which
has been moving to the right. I say “we”: I prefer the American Mind with its wider-“we” marriage of
Bible+Enlightenment; but when divorce occurs, I become a “Christian soldier” against the Enlightenment
soldiers, the secularists. I pray & work of an armistice, a return to the American Mind--& there are evidences that
may come as both sides are increasingly frightened—the right, of secularism; the left, of theocracy.)
2 I close with evidence that the war is recent & UNNECESSARY. Two quotes from not-too-old Supreme Court
decisions:
1933: “We are a Christian people, according to one another the equal right of religious freedom, and
acknowledging with reverence the duty of obedience to the will of God.” The American mind in nuce: THE
BALANCE!
1954, (liberal!) Chief Justice Warren Burger: “No one can read the history of our country without realizing that
the Good Book [the Bible] and the Spirit of the Savior [Jesus] have from the beginning been our guiding
geniuses.” All the colonies’ charters call us “a Christian land governed by Christian principles.”
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soldiers, the secularists. I pray & work of an armistice, a return to the American Mind--& there are evidences that
may come as both sides are increasingly frightened—the right, of secularism; the left, of theocracy.)
2 I close with evidence that the war is recent & UNNECESSARY. Two quotes from not-too-old Supreme Court
decisions:
1933: “We are a Christian people, according to one another the equal right of religious freedom, and
acknowledging with reverence the duty of obedience to the will of God.” The American mind in nuce: THE
BALANCE!
1954, (liberal!) Chief Justice Warren Burger: “No one can read the history of our country without realizing that
the Good Book [the Bible] and the Spirit of the Savior [Jesus] have from the beginning been our guiding
geniuses.” All the colonies’ charters call us “a Christian land governed by Christian principles.”
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HENRY JAMES
Well, this difference in FACT:
You say
Our founding constitution says NOTHING about the christian church being our underpinning, nor does the
declaration, and congress in the legislation from the 1790's reaffirms that.
Referring to God as “Providence”—as in the Declaration’s “with a firm reliance on Divine Providence”—IS
specifically Christian in early American literature, including founding documents.
AND this difference of OPINION:
You say
Should we Privilege Christian Values because a majority of the founding fathers were Christian, even though the
constitution mandates no establishment, which I assume means either explicit or implicit?
ON YOUR SECOND CLAUSE: “No establishment” is precise, EXPLICIT legal language facing the fact that more
than half of the American states had (explicit, legal) church establishments.
Jon Meacham in AMERICAN GOSPEL put it well: “God is central to this country’s experience, but faith is a
matter of choice, not coercion.” The “God” he speaks of is the biblical deity, & the “choice” was at the federal
level: at the state level, until 1833 you couldn’t vote in MA unless you were a member in good standing of a
Congregational church (which was coercion by denial of suffrage); & our salaries, mine & my wife’s—as
Congregational clergy in MA until our recent move to NE—would have been paid by the state government
(which is coercion by denial of income to unestablished clergy).
ON YOUR FIRST CLAUSE: The reason Americans today should “privilege Christian values” is not just for
nostalgia, old times’ sake, but because of the essential correlation of those values (i.e., the values of biblical
religion) with the Enlightenment to form THE AMERICAN MIND, specifically the American understanding of
‘FREEDOM,” which is the heart in the body of THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT.
1 The American understanding of freedom is that we human beings are free not as autonomous beings but as
creatures: our rights are (as the Declaration of Independence says) “Creator”-given by
”Nature’s God”: here, the merger of the biblical “Creator” & the Enlightenment “Nature.” Notice:
(1) Our rights are not government-given. If they were, we would be “obliged” to, as servants of, the state (as in
etatism); since they are not, government is our servant, a tool of “We the People.”
(2) Our rights are GOD-given. Since they are, we are—like it or not—“obliged” to, as servants of, GOD. The idea
that we are free from God (as “unbelievers”) is (a) an un-American divestment of the religion side of the
Bible+Enlightenment American Mind & (b) a replacement of under-God liberty by the Enlightenment’s God-less

liberty as autonomy (which is what the snake promised Adam & Eve [Genesis 3]). In the American Mind,
creaturehood & liberty are inseparable: God intends & gives freedom “under God” (which was a precise 1953
addition to the Pledge of Allegiance, as in the Cold War we confronted an Enlightenment-type [God-less] empire,
the Soviet Union).
(3) As “state” is the institutional form of power, “church” is the institution form of COUNTER-BALANCING piety.
So, in an American formula, “No Creator, no [creature-]freedom.”
(4) I fear to get too technical here, but I must say that scholars name the difference the teleology/autonomy
distinction. (TELEOLOGY is the latest element in the evolution debate: we antievolutionists claim that mere
“natural selection—survival of the fittest” misses the fact of function-as-purposive: a machine or a worm is built to
a specific “end” [Greek “telos,” result-of-purpose]. Theologically, the creation expresses the purposes of the
Creator; ethically, the creatures are, to the extent of their consciousness, to conform their lives to the Creator’s
purposes through the exercise of their GOD-GIVEN rights.)
(5) This Christian understanding of freedom was taught in America’s public schools (e.g., by the McGuffey
Readers) before “secular humanism” succeeded in replacing it with the present atheist understanding of freedom
as AUTONOMY (Greek, “self-law,” the self as law unto itself). This converted our public schools into enemies of
the American Mind, & we are witnessing a deepening alienation between American public education & the
American public. The “church” has been losing the war against the “state”; & at present, the “church” is enlisting
more troops than the “state”--& the “church” wants the White House so we can pack the Supreme Court, which
has been moving to the right. I say “we”: I prefer the American Mind with its wider-“we” marriage of
Bible+Enlightenment; but when divorce occurs, I become a “Christian soldier” against the Enlightenment
soldiers, the secularists. I pray & work of an armistice, a return to the American Mind--& there are evidences that
may come as both sides are increasingly frightened—the right, of secularism; the left, of theocracy.)
2 I close with evidence that the war is recent & UNNECESSARY. Two quotes from not-too-old Supreme Court
decisions:
1933: “We are a Christian people, according to one another the equal right of religious freedom, and
acknowledging with reverence the duty of obedience to the will of God.” The American mind in nuce: THE
BALANCE!
1954, (liberal!) Chief Justice Warren Burger: “No one can read the history of our country without realizing that
the Good Book [the Bible] and the Spirit of the Savior [Jesus] have from the beginning been our guiding
geniuses.” All the colonies’ charters call us “a Christian land governed by Christian principles.”
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Jefferson's God
Here is a not untypical description of Jefferson's beliefs
"The religious beliefs of Jefferson were much debated in his time and still are over two centuries later. Through
the letters and other writings of Jefferson, it is possible to construct an outline of his beliefs. Although he
supported the moral teachings of Jesus, Jefferson believed in a creator similar to the God of deism. In the
tradition of deism, Jefferson based his God on reason and rejected revealed religion."
Dr Elliot wants to make Jefferson a southern baptist preacher. in fact, he was more like a Secular Humanist.
Horrors.
Chris Volker, Hanover College
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nature's God
oop Chris. I misquoted:

here is the right version
When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bonds which
have connected them with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth the separate and equal
station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind
requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.[1
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Chris Everett
Impressive post. You make much more sense than the columnist here in looking at the origins of our country.
Two additional points:
1. Guiliani and McCain and Thompson do not feel the need to pander to the Christian Right that Romney does. I
understand his Mormonism is the problem he is trying to solve. But there were lots of other ways to solve it
without stooping to the Pandering level.
2. The fact that a document is dated "in the year of our lord" seems to me a matter of convention rather than a
matter of affirmation of belief.
BTW the quote is "to which God and nature's God" I believe. your point still holds however.
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Great debate!
Dr. Elliott:
You say "On 1.....The notion that some of America’s founders were crypto-atheists or at least far-left deists is
one aspect of secularism’s re-imaging of American history. Even where it sells, this spin inherently confesses the
notion’s MARGINALITY in the formation of American history & the American mind."
I hope that by the term "re-imaging" you mean "to make clear once again", because that image is far closer to
the truth than the "Christian nation" tripe that's in fashion now. And of course, there's no "implied confession of
the notion's marginality" - where'd you even GET that idea? Franklin, if not an atheist, was at LEAST a "far-left
deist", and Jefferson was certainly NOT a Christian. Just read his Jefferson Bible if you don't believe me. John
Adams' spiritual journey took him consistently away from traditional dogmatic Christianity over the course of his
life, although (I think) he always considered himself Christian.
It's also disingenuous to talk as if the Constitution was some kind of appendix to the Declaration, thus explaining
the absence of any mention of God or religion, except in the negative. Madison et. al. had to work pretty hard to
keep it out, and I'm unaware of any citation in the Federalist papers or anywhere else where anyone made the
argument that the mention of God in the Declaration carried over to the Constitution. Such thinking contradicts
what the word "constitution" even means!
Keep in mind that the Declaration was a philosophical document that challenged King George's DIVINE RIGHT
to rule America. How else to challenge a divine right than with another divine right? Assert that there is no God
to grant divine rights? Somehow I don't think that would have flown. Also, note that the reference to God in the
Declaration is "to Nature and Nature's God" (forgive me if there's an error - it's from memory). God gets second
billing! Top billing goes to Nature, because the Enlightenment paradigm is that Reason, applied to Nature,
reveals Truth. There are many quotes about this, primarliy from John Adams (who was a little obsessed with
posterity), making it clear that the U.S. government was founded on reason, NOT REVELATION, and that the
people involved were no more divinely inspired than people building houses or selling groceries.

Keep in mind, to, that the Constitution was ratified by a committee of delagates, who as a group were under the
same type of craven patronage pressures as any politician, making it systemically disadvantageous to do
anything contraversial.
I also reject your claim that the term "Providence" necessarily refers to the "Biblical deity". George Washington
used the term frequently and yet he never went to church. He played cards and enjoyed himself instead.
I think your strongest point is that the date on the Constitution proves the founders were Christian. I guess you
mean to imply that if they weren't Christian they would have dated it in Chinese or something.
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Dr. Elliott:
Two things:
1) Do you believe that non-Christians, including but not limited to atheists, should be considered "good
Americans" as much as Christians? (I am including Mormons in the Christian category.)
2) Is it your opinion that a qualified atheist, Pagan, Hindu, Buddhist, Moslem, Scientologist, whatever should be
allowed to hold public office, including POTUS?
3) Is it permissible to treat atheists, Pagans, Hindus, Buddhists, Moslems, etc. as second-class citizens because
they are not Jewish or Christian?
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Dr Elliot
I think we have a difference of opinion rather than a factual dispute.
I understand that the constitution permits a candidate to say "vote for me because I am a christian," or any
variant of that. My taste and opinions would strongly prefer a Kennedy approach rather than the permitted, but
tasteless, Romney approach.
As Chris Dickey notes in his column here, Kennedy said in 1960:
“So it is apparently necessary for me to state once again--not what kind of church I believe in, for that should be
important only to me--but what kind of America I believe in.”
in Kennedy's view “the separation of church and state is absolute.”
Dickey says, and I agree:
I’d like to hear all the presidential candidates use that word "absolute." I’d like to hear one say, as Kennedy did,
that what kind of church he or she believes in is important only to him or her
But Romney would never suggest for a second that there are more critical issues than his religion. That’s not the
tenor of these Bible-toting times. So the attitude that Romney struck was, if not holier, then as-holy-as-thou in a
field where his key rival coming up in Iowa is a former Baptist preacher.
"Invoking Founding Fathers as if they were church elders" is another aspect of Romney's speech that Dickey
and I find tasteless and odious.
Our founding constitution says NOTHING about the christian church being our underpinning, nor does the
declaration, and congress in the legislation from the 1790's reaffirms that.
I understand it is permitted to say,"vote for me: I am a good christian."

i think it violates the spirit of the country's constitution. It raises all kinds of expectations and implications:
such as "i am a good christian, and i will favor "christian legislation."
wouldn't we prefer that a president shows us he is a Good and smart and sensible woman/man
and will recommend legislation based on moral and political factors rather than Christian or Jewish or Muslim
values.
Should we Privilege Christian Values because a majority of the founding fathers were Christian, even though the
constitution mandates no establishment, which I assume means either explicit or implicit?
You seem to think so. Dr E. I don't.

"
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I failed to include my parting thought above the hypocrisy of the GOP candidates jockeying for top dog is really laughable when they claim to buy into the
same mindless pap as the fundamentalists and biblical literalists mentioned above. Can educated, successful
people really believe that stuff?? It is remarkable that humans are quite able to compartmentalize thought
processes and belief systems that seemingly conflict with one another, yet continue to persist in equal parts!
Cognitive dissonance be damned........
Rev. Huckabee proudly takes the 'literalist low road of mental discernment' and rises in the polls in South
Carolina (no surprise). Romney can't beat Huckabee at his own game but is giving it a mighty effort.
Evangelicals are deserting Romney right and left. Guiliani has better sense than to enter the fray, given his total
lack of religious credentials. Obama tried that card in S. Carolina but is apparently willing to let Oprah run
celebrity interference lately - she sells religion even better than he does.
But come now - would a majority of voters really want a president that truly shared the rigid, veracity-challenged
belief system of the born-agains and evangelicals?? Religion is here to stay and no doubt - as to redacting
recent history, whatever it is that Bush claims (about religion or otherwise) we should know one thing for sure never take the man at his word.
It could be that all the religious falderall will eventually backfire on these most pious of pious candidates...... the
breastbeating might begin to look more and more like chest-thumping, and then we've got GWB all over again now who in their right mind wants that??
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I failed to include my parting thought above the hypocrisy of the GOP candidates jockeying for top dog is really laughable when they claim to buy into the
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people really believe that stuff?? It is remarkable that humans are quite able to compartmentalize thought
processes and belief systems that seemingly conflict with one another, yet continue to persist in equal parts!
Cognitive dissonance be damned........
Rev. Huckabee proudly takes the 'literalist low road of mental discernment' and rises in the polls in South
Carolina (no surprise). Romney can't beat Huckabee at his own game but is giving it a mighty effort.
Evangelicals are deserting Romney right and left. Guiliani has better sense than to enter the fray, given his total
lack of religious credentials. Obama tried that card in S. Carolina but is apparently willing to let Oprah run
celebrity interference lately - she sells religion even better than he does.

But come now - would a majority of voters really want a president that truly shared the rigid, veracity-challenged
belief system of the born-agains and evangelicals?? Religion is here to stay and no doubt - as to redacting
recent history, whatever it is that Bush claims (about religion or otherwise) we should know one thing for sure never take the man at his word.
It could be that all the religious falderall will eventually backfire on these most pious of pious candidates...... the
breastbeating might begin to look more and more like chest-thumping, and then we've got GWB all over again now who in their right mind wants that??
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Dr Elliot: once again, a well argued and documented response. I will respond more fully shortly, but in the
meantime, a stylistic correction:
to say
"Maureen Dowd's *snide* column"
is to commit the most egregious of redundancies.
cheers,
Henry
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Dr. Elliot - how would you judge the cognitive cababilities of a 'general public'that prefers to believe the 'fact' of
the virgin birth over the tenets of evolutionary theory anyway?? Can they possibly be both informed and with any
potential for good judgement when it comes to electing presidents? Obviously they failed miserably with George
W. Bush (yes I know, we'll never actually know whether GWB won fair and square or not - either time).
We also read that the very same 'general public' prefers (in great numbers) a literal interpretation of genesis over
the aforementioned evolutionary theory/natural selection to explain the origins of life as we know it today.
Could these true believers then be truly qualified to elect a president to govern our fair nation?? Clearly Mitt and
the rest of the GOP field are heavily pandering to the extreme right wing of the party because it's assumed this
minority faction actually determines the fate of these candidates. Sadly, the democrats are playing the same
card to a lesser degree. On the other hand, Oprah clearly has more clout than any preacher that comes to mind.
Getting elected in America is truly all about declaring your devotion to God (and no one doubts it) - and getting
endorsements from famous celebrity Americans - and in my opinion, I have to give the nod to Oprah over Chuck
Norris in terms of celebrity clout (for whatever it's worth). American politics is not without both the ironic and the
ridiculous, you will have to admit!!
As a noted lawyer once said about our esteemed Trial by Jury concept of juris prudence - 'if I'm guilty I definitely
want a trial by my peers' - on the other hand, 'if I'm innocent give me a bench trial' any day of the week - of
course this depends on getting 'the right judge' I'm sure.
Having alot of money at your disposal can certainly help in either case - that is, when it comes to getting elected
and/or getting away with 'it'.
All the best POSTED BY: TERRY | DECEMBER 10, 2007 10:29 AM
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

MAUREEN DOWD’S PUBLICIST
I would agree if you were to drop “really just”: “the talk was really just an attempt to compete with...Huckabee....”
(1) Are you sniffing at it, as though an honorable speech wouldn’t try to compete with Huckabee? (2) Do you
really think he was doing nothing else?
I had read Dowd’s snide column. You are wrong that “Republicans are still arguing the Scopes trial.” They (I’m a
Democrat) won it in 1925 (Clarence Darrow lost to “the Great Commoner”), & they are still winning (more
Americans right now believing in the virgin birth of Jesus than in evolutionism). (Evolution is science, but
evolutionism is a God-less philosophy parading as science.)
HENRY JAMES
You represent Romney as saying “you should vote for me because I am a Good Christian.” If he said that, it
would not be a violation of “no religious test” (as you say it would). I must say it again: the phrase “no religious
test” is the Constitution restricting the government, not the people, who are completely free to apply a religious
test in the sense of weighting the religious factor in speech-making & voting. Why is it so difficult for you to grasp
this clear distinction of spheres in the American political structure? / Further, it would be more accurate to say
that he said “you should vote for me without letting the religion factor weigh in: Huckabee & I are both
Christians.”
You relate your statement to your concern for “the movement toward semi-theocracy” in the present White
House. As you know, I’m more concerned with the humanist-secularist movement toward an America free of
religion. My picture is of real Americans in the middle & ELIMINATIONISTS at both ends.
Eliminationists on the right are theocrats (“dominationists”) aiming to eliminate the “state” (as in the current Iran):
eliminationists on the left are atheists (“antisupernaturalists”) aiming to eliminate “church.” The greater the
distance left or right from the center, the less American. At the extremes, the theocrats & the atheists are UNAMERICAN. While this is my wording, the dynamic is the same as Jon Meacham’s in his AMERICAN GOSPEL.
In his discussion of the book on BookSpan 6.14.06, he criticized the extremes thus: “Light can neither emanate
from nor enter a closed mind.” On the dynamic church/state balance, which he calls “the American gospel,” he
says “The good news about America is that religion has shaped us without strangling us.” The three Humanist
Manifestos are clear in their intention to strangle religion: un-American!
BETTY
In world religion, the most dangerous competition is between Christianity & Islam. Since both are missionary
religions, the competition is inevitable but not inevitably violent. When the U.S. must use violence against some
Muslims, our presidents make clear that we are not warring against Islam itself. The first instance is the one you
refer to, viz. the Tripoli treaty, which states that “no pretext arising from religious opinions shall ever produce an
interruption [from the U.S. side] of the harmony existing between the two countries.” In no sense is America a
theocracy (to which I say thank God!), & the world should not look upon us as potentially violent crusaders for
any particular religion. (Present-day Islamists do indeed see “the West” as Christians crusading against Islam.)
To make this assertion as clear as possible, the Tripoli treaty rightly says that the American government has “no
character of enmity against” Islam. Since America was, in the eyes of the Barbary pirates & the Tripoli
government, so obviously Christian, the treaty’s wording makes a distinction between this American reality & the
structural foundation of the American government: “the government...is not in any sense founded on the
Christian religion.” The phrase “in any sense” reveals that the statement is a concessive stretch—what with, e.g.,
the “firm reliance on Divine Providence” in our Declaration of Independence (“Providence” being short for the
biblical deity, as in Pastor Roger Williams’ naming of the capital of R.I.).
As for John Adams’ switch from the trinitarian to the unitarian side within the New England Congregationalism of
his time, I doubt your stretch from that to the Tripoli treaty. In the BookSpan conversation, Jon Meacham
reported John Adams as saying that the most profound religious experience of his life was in Manhattan’s Trinity
[sic] Church, where he’d gone to a service after being impressed by its rector’s opening prayer of congress (our
federal government still being, at the time, in NYC). His second cousin Sam had argued that sessions of
congress should open with prayer (by someone pious, of good character, & a patriot); & the first such chaplain

chosen was that Episcopal priest. (Then, the Unitarian Church was specifically Christian; today, the UUA
[Unitarian Universalist Association] is not.)
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Adams' Rejection of Christian Origins
From: R.P. Nettelhorst, "Notes on the Founding Fathers and the Separation of Church and State", posted on
Quartz Hill School of Theology website (http://www.theology.edu/journal/volume2/ushistor.htm; viewed 30
November 2005):
John Adams, the second U.S. President rejected the Trinity... and became a Unitarian. He rejected the divinity of
Christ in so doing. It was during Adams' presidency that the Senate ratified the Treaty of Peace and Friendship
with Tripoli, which states in Article XI that:
As the government of the United States of America is not in any sense founded on the Christian Religion - as it
has in itself no character of enmity against the laws, religion or tranquility of Musselmen, - and as the said States
never have entered into any war or act of hostility against any Mehomitan nation, it is declared by the parties that
no pretext arrising from religious opinions shall ever produce an interruption of the harmony existing between the
two countries. (Charles I. Bevans, ed. Treaties and Other International Agreements of the United States of
America 1776-1949. Vol. 11: Philippines-United Arab Republic. Washington D.C.: Department of State
Publications, 1974, p. 1072).
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Dr E
interesting though all your fine points about the revolution may be,
the main point about the speech, which you concede, is that Romney's aim was to convince the Evangelicals
that they should vote for him because "he is as much of a Christian as they are."
Again: he was saying "you should vote for me because I am a Good Christian".
No religious test? Hmmmmmm.
Appropriate pitch for a candidate in a democracy whose constitution, as Kennedy noted in 1960, "where the
separation of church and state should be absolute."??????????
Demeaning to the Christian faith to be used thus?? Absolutely.
Your taste and constitutional sensibility may be happy with this, Dr Elliot. Many Americans are very troubled by
it. And think it is in line with the movement towards semi-theocracy that Bush has promoted.
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from M's column today, quoting Jon Krakauer, who wrote a book about the Mormons
Mr. Krakauer can envision a Mormon making an “excellent president.”
“The Mormon approach to family life is amazing, and there are a lot of good things about the faith,” he said. But
he worries that “the Mormon Church, while more welcoming, is still not a place that grants women and blacks
equal status, and it’s a terrible place to be gay. The leadership is authoritarian, male, white and absolutely
intolerant of dissent.”

The problem with Mitt is not his religion; it is his overeager policy shape-shifting. He did not give a brave speech,
but a pandering one. Disguised as a courageous, Kennedyesque statement of principle, the talk was really just
an attempt to compete with the evolution-disdaining, religion-baiting Huckabee and get Baptists to concede that
Mormons are Christians.
“J.F.K.’s speech was to reassure Americans that he wasn’t a religious fanatic,” Mr. Krakauer agreed. “Mitt’s was
to tell evangelical Christians, ‘I’m a religious fanatic just like you.’”
The backdrop, he said, is “the wickedly fierce competition between Mormons and Southern evangelicals to
convert people.”
The world is globalizing, nuclear weapons are proliferating, the Middle East is seething, but Republicans are still
arguing the Scopes trial.
Mitt was right when he said that “Americans do not respect believers of convenience.” Now if he would only
admit he’s describing himself.
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Well argued, Dr Elliot. You deserve all those PhDs.
Your "facts" about the constitution era are quite accurate, in this year of our lord 2007 ( or is that CE?).
But others interpret the facts somewhat differently. Here, from today's NYT review of Garry Wills new book on
American Christianity by a Professor at Emory:
"the high point of Wills’s book comes in two chapters on Jefferson and Madison and their arguments, during the
Revolution, for complete disestablishment and religious freedom. Wills analyzes Jefferson’s Virginia Statute for
Religious Freedom and Madison’s “Memorial and Remonstrance” with the same microscopic scrutiny that he
devoted, in earlier books, to the Declaration of Independence (“Inventing America”), the Federalist Papers
(“Explaining America”) and the Gettysburg Address (“Lincoln at Gettysburg”). Disestablishment, embodied in the
First Amendment, was, he argues, “a stunning innovation” and “the only original part of the Constitution.” He
emphasizes too that Jefferson’s “wall of separation” was designed just as much to protect the churches from the
state as vice versa.
Historians and sociologists for nearly a century have wondered about America’s resistance to secularization.
Why, they ask, has religion thrived so much more in America than in the rest of the industrialized democracies
(where, by now, only tiny minorities still go to church)? Because, says Wills, religion is not entangled with the
state. Both benefit from separation, and neither is distorted by the other. Conversely, he believes that both have
suffered from periodic attempts to reduce the separation, like Prohibition in the early 20th century or George W.
Bush’s faith-based initiatives in the early 21st Century."
Further installments in response to your impressive reply to follow.
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HENRY JAMES
On 1.....The notion that some of America’s founders were crypto-atheists or at least far-left deists is one aspect
of secularism’s re-imaging of American history. Even where it sells, this spin inherently confesses the notion’s
MARGINALITY in the formation of American history & the American mind.
You need a refresher on the God-language in the Declaration & Constitution, so I googled photostats of them to
refresh my memory: (1) It’s specious to say that the Declaration “never mentions” God, though it mentions the
“Creator” (which you misrepresented as “creator”): it DOES use the word “God.” Further, it uses what was for the
founders’ a common way to refer to the biblical deity, viz. “Providence.” The signers had “a firm reliance on the

protection of Divine Providence.” Wm.Penn said “Men will obey God or tyrants,” & the signers professed faith
(“reliance”) on the biblical deity to protect them from Tyrant George III. Of course it’s convenient for secularists to
forget, or deliberately obscure, these religious teachings in the Declaration. (2) You say the Constitution “never
mentions” God; but it was seen as in continuity with the Declaration, which does indeed mention God: the text of
the Constitution had no need for further mention of God, though the Constitution does conclude with a reference
to Jesus as “Lord”: “in the year of our Lord...” (which translates the Latin “anno domini” [“Dominus” here meaning
Jesus]). Almost all of the Constitution’s signers considered themselves Christians, & they signed the document
in Christian time (i.e., as Christians see history). This datum should be neither stressed nor (as secularists)
treated as insignificant. (3) The Constitution does not “mandate a strict separation between Church and State.”
Its First Amendment specifies a restriction of powers, neither Church nor State to infringe the powers of the
other: the authority of neither extends to the other. Not “separation,” certainly not “strict” separation: Jefferson
(e.g.) regularly attended Sunday worship in the Capitol. (4) Yes, the founders’ “did not imply that one had to be a
believer in order to be a legitimate American.” Try “assume.” To “imply” implies awareness of unbelief as an
active political factor, which it wasn’t. To “assume” implies the fact, viz. unawareness: in the modern sense of the
word, there were virtually no “unbelievers” around.
On 3.....Yes, some panelists load theocracy onto a speech which is quite specifically ANTItheocratic. For them,
Romney was guilty from the very fact that his language was specifically Christian: they failed, in this matter, to
distinguish between the medium & the message. You say he “indicates that the only good president is a
Christian president.” “Indicates”? The most a good reader could manage would be to say that he implies that, & I
deny even the implication. While the speech was addressed to all Americans, its reach was toward evangelicals
who have trouble seeing a Mormon as a Christian—so his specific message was “I, like you, am a Christian.”
The speech deserves to be heard/read in that obvious context.
On 4.....That “only a Christian SHOULD be president” is, in my opinion, not implied in the speech. Rather, he
was saying to evangelicals “You want a Christian president, & I am one.” People vote for candidates for various
reasons, one being religion. This has nothing to do with legislation touching any religious requirement for office. /
The accurate word is “evangelical,” not “Fundamentalist.”
Henry, the verbal tug-of-war (Greek, “logomachy”) here is vital to how Americans see America & thus vital to
America’s future. Secularism proposes a novel RE-READING of our founding history, and we “originalists” resist
this spinning.
You know the 1933 Humanist Manifesto declaration of verbal war against the theocentric telling of our nation’s
origins. The humanists (synonym for secularists-as-antisupernaturalists) have largely won America’s public
schools as allies in their war—resulting in an increasing ALIENATION of “church” & “state.” The energies of this
alienation will have increasing influence on voting in America.
BETTY
You say some founders—you mention Jefferson, Adams, Franklin—“hated organized religion.” You may or may
not be aware of mounds of quotations of them to the contrary, though of course at various times for various
reasons they distanced themselves from “church.” Indeed, given the impulses separating the new world from the
old (including the “organized religion” of the old), it’s remarkable that no more anti-organzied-religion quotations
can be added to the pile.
1.....No, Romney did not “suggest the religious test for office.” That wording would have required him to address
to the government the opinion that there should be legislation pertinent to that subject. What he did was to
witness to his religion at its point of tangency with evangelical Christians (1/4th of volting Americans), whom he
must win if he is to have any hope of the White House. To deny this distinction is to express willed unfairness to
the man or—worse?—a misreading of the structure of American government. As for “religion as a political
weapon,” war-language is one of the languages appropriate to politics: EVERYTHING in political speech (in this
perspective) is a weapon.
2.....While I agree that “political manipulation demeans religion,” how is his way of appealing to evangelicals
“manipulation”? Unless, of course, all means of persuasion are manipulation. Further, religion is honored, not
demeaned, when it is viewed as so important that it cannot be shelved in the common ventures of life, including
elections.

3.....Yes on Lieberman’s religion-disclosures. In Mormonism, there are no comparable disclosure-needs:
practicing the Mormon religion involves no possible clash-points with practicing American statecraft.
4.....I had read Rabbi Saperstein before reading you, & his distinction between the “public sphere” & the
“government square” is specious. A villiage green is both, & what is displayed there is an issue-sphere
abolishing his distinction. Further, he is wrong, & guilty of overreading, in saying “The constitution bars
the government from endorsing, preferring, supporting, or opposing religion.” Very precisely, the First
Amendment (not “the constitution”) forbids the federal government from establishing A religion, any ONE religion
(meaning, at that time, any one Christian church). (This did not affect the states, most of which had an
established church.)
5.....Approvingly, you quote somebody as saying “our founding fathers did not subscribe to Jesus in any way.”
The particular way they DID, I pointed out above, was in the dating of the document “in the year of the Lord
[Jesus]”: “Lord” here means the One who came at “Christmas,” whose date of birth is the world’s only common
calendar-beginning.
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Dr E
As our friend JoeT noted on another thread
our founding fathers did not subscribe to Jesus in any way, shape or form. it's simply not possible to read
Jefferson, Adams or Franklin, just to get started, and conclude other than that they hated organized religion.
Their view of rights is that they came from natural law, which is often described as Deism, which means that
nature itself is god.
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Thank you Betty
The Contrast Between Elliot's Credulity (or is it Christian Cheer-leading?)
and
Saperstein's Clear-Eyed Analysis
lucidly and eloquently presented
could not be clearer.
Saperstein illuminates Romney's cynicism and hypocrasy.
Elliot doesn't recognize it.
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For a view different than Dr Elliot's, and in line with Brother Henry's, read this from Rabbi Saperstein:
o what did he get wrong?
First, and most importantly, is his use of religion as a political weapon – suggesting the very religious test for
office he claims to eschew. On the one hand he claims it is a violation of the ban on religious tests to speak
about his Mormon beliefs. Yet, this assertion makes his statement that “Jesus is the Son of God and the Savior
of Mankind” even more troubling. If it is wrong to explain his Mormonism because candidates should not talk
about their religion, then it was wrong to offer this assertion of faith, which served little purpose other than as a
political ploy: to reassure observant Catholics and Protestants – most of all conservative Evangelical Protestants

– that he shares their core belief. Such political manipulation demeans religion, and by implying that this was a
valid criteria to discuss in determining his qualifications for President, suggested the very religious test for office
he claimed to eschew – and did so utilizing religious language that leaves out over 20% of the nation.
Second, as noted above, he declared that explaining anything about the distinctive doctrines of his faith would
violate the Constitution’s ban on “religious tests” for office. That would true if, and only if, such discussions would
constitute an implicit test for office. But Americans have a right to know how a candidate’s religious beliefs will
affect their service in office and how their religious beliefs shape their views on policy issues. When Senator Joe
Lieberman, a friend and someone I admire greatly, was nominated for the vice-presidency he answered
questions such as: if he doesn’t ride on the Sabbath what happens if an emergency arises and he needs to get
to the White House? If he keeps kosher, what happens when he goes on a foreign visit and his hosts don’t have
access to kosher food? Many people did not understand the religious obligations that Jews feel they are under
and so they quite reasonably asked (or wondered): how might his practices affect his service? And where
relevant Senator Lieberman has talked comfortably about how his religious values or beliefs affect his views on
public policy issues. In contrast, Governor Romney’s refusal to explain in what ways the religious beliefs and
practices of his Mormon faith, a religion largely unknown and not well-understood by Americans, might or might
not affect his service or how they shape his political views did little to advance religious literacy or alleviate
concerns Americans might have on these questions. His helpful assertion that the authorities of the church
would not control his decisions is of course a related but quite distinct issue.
Third and finally, back to politics (of course). I was struck by Governor Romney’s assertion that while separation
of church and state is vital to America, “in recent years, the notion of the separation of church and state has
been taken by some well beyond its original meaning. They seek to remove from the public domain any
acknowledgment of God. Religion is seen merely a private affair with no place in public life. It is as if they are
intent on establishing a new religion in American—the religion of secularism.” This assertion repeats the classic
blunder that church-state separation opponents make, either ignorantly or manipulatively. There is a
fundamental difference between the public sphere and the governmental sphere. In every corner of America I
have visited, the radio and television airwaves are filled with religious music and religious programming, the
bookshelves filled with religious books; churches are the most common public buildings in America; at this time
of year; Christmas, Chanukah and Kwanzaa imagery, symbols, music and celebrations abound; and most
relevantly, republican and democratic candidates for office are using religious language and imagery more today
than at almost any time in our nation’s history. And church-state separation advocates do not oppose a robust
expression of religion in the American public sphere – only in the much narrower government square. The
constitution bars the government form endorsing, preferring supporting or opposing religion. This section of
Governor Romney’s speech smacked of political manipulation and pandering that marred the contrary points he
made elsewhere within the speech.
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Dr E
1. While the founding fathers were largely deists, privately many had their doubts of even that limited view of
God (Jefferson, for instance).
The Declaration cites "their creator": rather than God. The Constitution never mentions Him, and mandates a
strict separation between Church and State. In no way did they imply that one had to be a believer to be a
legitimate American.
2. I am totally familiar with the Humanist Manifesto. But I would bet that MOST atheists are not.
Therefore, it is Esoteric, only known to wise people like you and myself.
3. You think Romney's speech is Anti-Theocratic. A great number of your fellow columnists disagree with you,
and agree with me. He clearly indicates that the only good President is a Christian President.
4. Romney did not say in so many words "Only a Christian can be President." He is not that stupid. But I , and
many of your fellow columnists, got the message across that only a Christian SHOULD be President.
And the most naive political observor realizes that his main aim in the speech was to convince the
Fundamentalists that he was as Christian as they are.

5. Again, many of your fellow columnists disagree with you. See #4 above.
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HENRY JAMES
You overread me, claiming I said more than I did.
On #1, I didn't say the God-less Americans are "un-American." I said "not American in the Founders' (originalist)
sense." None of the Founders was God-less, (in modern parlance) secularist (defined as antisupernaturalist).
On #2, I'm shocked that you are ignorant of the founding document of American secularism, viz. The Humanist
Manifesto (1933, + its two sequels). And I'm amused to see your ignorance become arrogance in accusing me of
being "esoteric" in referring to this American secularist declaration of independence from God.
On #3, of course "the establishment of Christianity is UN-American"--or rather would be: it has never been, &
shouldn't be. You have confused the legal (First Amendment) term "establishment" with the demographic fact
that most Americans are Christians--& your fear of a Christian theocracy, which Romney clearly opposes
(as I said, his speech was theocentric & antitheocratic).
On #4, you are on "no religious test" (as you were in #1). I repeat: THE GOVERNMENT is to impose no religious
test, period. This rubric has nothing to do with the behavior of THE PEOPLE, who are in religion free both from &
to: free from government, free to promote or oppose causes & persons. You are unfair to Romney in claiming
that he'd restrict candidacy to Christians. Again I refer to his use of the Sam Adams criteria (with which I agree):
pious, good character, patriot.
On #6, you persist in two misunderstandings. (1) That Romney holds that only Christians can be "viable"
candidates; your inference is insupportable by the speech's text (which I had the advantage of reading before he
gave it). (2) That even if he were to have made that statement, the legal proscription of a "religious test" would
not apply: only the government, not the people, are forbidden to apply a religious test.
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Dr E, you continue to amaze.
your pt 1: people who don't believe in God are un-american?????? I'm almost speechless.
This is what "no religious test" means?????
pt2: most of us God-less types have never seen the Humanist Manifesto. Esoteric diversion on your part.
3. Secularism is Un-American??? Hogwash.
the separation of church and state is American, and the establishment of Christianity is UN-American in the
constitution and the declaration, neither of which mentions Christ (did you notice that?).
4. Of course one can run for office on any platform one chooses. One can run on the platform of de facto
establishing Christain-declared candidates as the only ones fit to be elected Prsident. which is what Romney is
doing.
But that is an Un-American(in the best sense) position to take. One can take it. But it is odious. Would you, Dr
Wills, proscribe the election of a Jew or a Muslim?// I am scared to hear your answer.
6. How stupid do you think we are??? It was unmistakeable that Romney's position that the only viable
presidential candidate was a Christian. And even more undeniable that HE was a believer in God rather than a
dread secularist.
You don't call that a religious test??? You are incredible.
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: Romney’s religion-speech
1.....Leaving out the God-less voters (i.e., those rejecting the Founders’ range of “God” meanings) was not on
oversight. His double-bridle John Adams quote signaled that he see these God-less as not American in the
Founders’ (originalist) sense.
2.....While he left out the God-less PERSONS, he included them in the POSITION he named “secularism.”
The most important secularist documents are The Humanist Manifesto I-III, which self-define as
antisupernaturalist (in plain English, God-less).
3.....One panelist instanced Europe today as a God-less society with liberty, democracy. Precisely what the first
Humanist Manifesto (1933, in which John Dewey was especially concerned to eliminate God from America’s
public schools) envisaged! But that is not the American church-&-state way of freedom: that is state minus
church. Secularism is un-American, & Romney was right to so declare it.
4.....Many commenters on the speech have confused law & public opinion on the Constitution’s “no religious
test” for office. The stricture is addressed not to “the people” but to the government, which may make no law
advantaging any religion. This leaves candidates free to appeal for votes on the basis of their particular religion,
& it leaves free to the same purpose the promoters of candidacies.
5.....Romney was correct that secularism’s spin on “separation of church & state” is (though the image is mine) a
widening spiral in which government is fenced off not just from the influences of religious INSTITUTIONS (which
is the First Amendment’s original intent of “church”) but also from ALL aspects of religion, including religious
institutions. From our originalist perspective, this secularism is one of the two most serious political enemies of
America today, the other being Islamism. Secularism is not just un-American; it’s anti-American (though
particular secularists may be “good Americans”: behavior often trumps belief).
6.....Romney did NOT say “We should not elect anyone who is not a believing Christian.” We all know that
America is so Christian-minded that any other-minded candidate would be swimming against a swift stream. But
Romney specified his broad-mindedness on candidacy by quoting Sam Adams: pious, good character, patriot
(“pious,” in the incident adduced, being INCLUSIVE of the differing religious commitments of Americans).
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My Dear "Friend" Dr Elliot
Your critical conscience should be Pricked by Pagans response, which shows 100 more times critical acumen
and understanding of the critical failings in Romney's "presidential" speech.
I won't repeat all of Pagan's telling points,
but the one that is so glaring that your 16 Phds should have made it obvious to you is
Romney Stated that
There Should be No Religious Test for Office
and then went on to say
We should not elect anyone who is not a believing Christian.
Get the problem?
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Yesterday I learned that Mitt Romney thinks that my wife and I, and our children, don't qualify as good
Americans because we don't believe in "God".
We can't wait till Mitt takes a leaf from FDR's playbook for the Japanese-Americans and starts building
stockades for us.
No doubt the rooms there [like those at Marriott hotels] will be fully equipped with copies of the Book of Mormon.
It will really be nice if Moroni comes to visit us in the stockade and gives us some golden plates.
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Unfortunately, Romney's 'Symphony of Faith,' as he terms it, seems to exclude from consideration anyone not a
believer in *his* God, and includes overt hostility to non-believers.
When an aide was asked for him to make comment on whether he believes atheists have a place in America,
the Romney campaign declined to comment.
That's an odd and disturbing silence considering how many 'nonbelievers' there are in America.
But no surprise. These are certainly theocratic attitudes, I would certainly say, however it's spun.
To say Christians are 'marginalized' by separation of church and state, never mind to claim such separation
should not exist, is to completely ignore the owverwhelming fact that it's well-nigh-impossible for non-vocal
'Judeo-Christians' to be elected to office.
This does go totally against the spirit that there is to *be* no religious test for office... particularly when some
organizations are trying to turn elections into *nothing but* a religious test for office...
To say that our government is *not* meant to be entirely secular in order to protect both the government and
religions from the mixing of the two is blind revisionism, and, in fact, a theocratic movement that threatens
everything about our democracy.
Bush claimed he invaded Iraq (without a real plan) because he 'talked to God about it,' ..and we just can't afford
any more of that kind of 'piety.'
A secular government, based on *reason* is in fact the only way to expect good decision-making.
Already we see people more concerned about whether how the government is to treat people reflects on their
public piety, rather than on whether it's fair and just and has good results in reality: people who want to gag sex
education because they have a religious belief in 'abstinence only' education, even though this is comparable to
no sex ed at all, or in practice, even worse, ...what happens when public health policy comes to depend on an
understanding of evolution to combat those resistant strains of TB that have been breeding out there?
Already we find people in government who would rather gay people lose their homes and property and even
lives because the pious in government insist on denying them the rights given to others... because some of the
religious believe it's a 'sin' despite all indication and report it's a natural biological variation...
Furthermore, I see no real *good* that religious authority in government can accomplish that could not be
accomplished by reason and secular government. The fact is, the would-be theocrats never *do* accomplish
anything positive based on these religious ideas... they're always out to hurt others, defame others, and turn
anger toward innocents to divert attention from their own corruptions and hypocrisies.
It certainly doesn't "make government any smaller" to turn it into a divine moralistic enforcement agency.
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